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1. Introduction

In Recent Years, With The Astonishing Expansion Of The Internet, And The Increase In Hard Disk Capacities, Processing Power Of Computers And Bandwidth Of Network Connections, There Has Been Tremendous Growth In The Volume Of Electronic Text Documents Available On The Internet, Company-Wide Intranets, And Digital Libraries. In Information Retrieval The Challenge Is To Retrieve Relevant Texts In Response To User Queries. Information Retrieval Technology Has Matured To The Point That We Now Have Reasonably Sophisticated Operational And Research Systems. However, Increasing The Effectiveness Of Retrieval Algorithms Remains An Important And Actively Pursued Research Goal. Query Refinement, Where The Initial Query Is Modified To Yield A Potentially More Effective Query, Is An Important Part Of Information Retrieval. This Step Is Very Critical For Users Whose Queries Are Not Formulated Well Enough For An Effective Retrieval Run. One Alternative For Query Refinement, Referred To Here As Vocabulary-Based Query Refinement, Is To Exploit Knowledge Within A Vocabulary That Is Typically Domain Specific. A Second Approach Utilizes The Vocabulary In Documents Related To The Query Where The Related Documents May Be Identified Either Through Relevance Or Retrieval Feedback.

Several Families Of Statistical Information Retrieval Models Have Received Significant And Long-Term Attention, Such As The Boolean, Vector, Probabilistic And Fuzzy Families Of Models. The General Approach Is To Create Suitable Representations (Boolean, Weighted, Un Weighted, Etc.) For The Query And The Document And Apply A Suitable Retrieval Technique (Similarity Computation, Probability Of Relevance, Etc.) That Derives From The Adopted Model. Query Refinement In The Boolean Model May Occur By Either Changing The Query Operators Or Changing The Terms Or Both. At All Times The Integrity Of The Term-Operator Relationships With Respect To The User's Information Needs Must Be Maintained. In The Vector Model, Processes Such As Rocchio's And Ide's Feedback Offer Document-Based Query Refinement Options Researchers Have Also Investigated In Contrast, The Rough Set Model Offers A Tight Integration Between Retrieval And Vocabulary- Based Query Refinement. In Fact, Retrieval Operates Only After First Exploring Query Refinement. Characteristics Of The Domain Vocabulary, I.E., Terms And Relationships, Are Automatically Utilized To Refine The Query Representation Before Retrieval Begins. An Additional Advantage Is That The Model Also Automatically Allows The Natural Perturbations In Vocabularies To Influence Document Representations. In Essence, Rough Sets Offer An Approach Where The Domain's Vocabulary Can Be Automatically Mined Prior To Retrieval. Relationships Linking Terms Such As Synonymy, Near Synonymy Or Related Terms, Lexically-Related Terms, Specific And General Terms Can All Be Automatically Mined In Order To Strengthen Retrieval Effectiveness.

Our Research Goal Is To Explore The Application Of The Family Of Rough Set Models To Information Retrieval. Almost 10 Years Ago, Initial Efforts By One Of The Authors Demonstrated Some Of The Potential Of Rough Sets For Information Retrieval. Since Then The Area Of Rough Sets Has Matured Significantly With Many Exciting Advances Reported In The Literature. We Will Explore Further Developments And Their Potential For Information Retrieval. In Particular, We Aim To Determine If Current Extensions To The Model Will Strengthen Our Previous Applications Of Rough Sets To Retrieve.


For Data In An Information System, The Acquisition Of Knowledge And Reasoning May Involve Vagueness, Incompleteness, And Granularity. In Order To Deal With The Incomplete And Vague Information On Classification, Concept Formulation, And Data Analysis, Researchers Have Proposed Many Methods Other Than Classical Logic, For Example, Rough Fuzzy Sets, Rough Set Theory And Its Generalizations [23-33], Computing With Words, Granular Computing, Formal Concept Analysis, Quotient Space Theory, And Computational Theory For Linguistic Dynamic Systems. The Advantage Of The Rough Set Method Is That It Does Not Need Any Additional Information About The Data, Like Probability In Statistics Or Membership In Fuzzy Set Theory. The Main Idea Of The Rough Theory Comes From Pawlak’s Work [8,34]. Many Researchers Have Made Contributions To This Theory. Applications of The Rough Set And Fuzzy Set Theories Can Be Found In [33-34].

One Of The Nice Features Of Rough Set Theory Is That Rough Sets Can Tell Whether The Data Is Complete Or Not Based On The Data Itself. If The Data Are Incomplete, It Suggests More Information About The Objects Need To Be Collected In Order To Build A Better Classification Model. On The Other Hand, If The Data Is Complete, Rough Set Theory Can Also Determine Whether There Are More Than Enough Or Redundant Information In The Data And Find The Minimum Data Needed For A Classification Model [34]. This Property Of Rough Set Theory Is Very Important For Application Where Domain Knowledge Is Very Limited Or Data Collection Is Very Expensive Laborious Because It Makes Sure The Data Collected Is Just Good Enough To Build A Better Classification Model Without Sacrificing The Accuracy Of The Classification Model Or Wasting Time And Effort To Gather Extra Information About The Objects. Furthermore, Rough Set Theory Classifies All The Attributes Into Three Categories: Core Attributes Reduced Attributes And Dispensable Attributes. Core Attributes Have The Essential Information To Make The Correct Classification Of The Data Set And Should Be Retained In The Data Set; Dispensable Attributes Are The Redundant Ones In The Data Set And Should Be Eliminated; And Reduced Attributes Are In The Middle Between. Depending On The Combination Of The Attributes, In Some Cases, A Reduced Attribute Is Not Necessary, While In Other Situations It Is Essential [11, 28, 34].

2. Basic Document Retrieval System and Document Processing

In Document Retrieval, Some Processes Take Place Dynamically When The User Inputs Their Query, While Other Processes Take Place Off-Line In Advance And In Batch Mode And Do Not Involve Individual Users. These Static Processes Are Run On The Documents That Will Be Made Available In The
Retrieval System. These Will Be Explained First. Then, The Two Dynamic Processes, Query Processing And Matching, Will Be Presented. Figure 2.1 Provides A Simple, But Clear View Of The Relationship Between These Three Processes.

The First Two Steps In The Processing Of Documents Are Somewhat Mundane, But Necessary, And Can Be Considered As Batch Pre-Processing. These Are:


(2) Break Document Stream Into Desired Retrievable Units, Whether This Is A Web Page, Chapter, Full Document, Paragraph, Etc. The Pointers Stored In The Inverted File Are To Whatever Unit Size Has Been Pre-Determined. Therefore, Document Retrieval Could In Fact Be Paragraph Retrieval, If The Indexable Unit Was Determined At This Stage To Be The Paragraph. From This Step Forward, The System Is Performing The Heart Of The Document Indexing Process.

(3) Identify Potential Indexable Elements In Documents. This Is A Key Decision Point That Dramatically Affects The Nature And Quality Of The Retrieval Performance. First, The Important Definition Needs To Be Made As To What Is A Term. Is It Any String Of Alphanumeric Characters Between Blank Spaces Or Punctuation? If So, Are Non Compositional Phrases Or Multi-Word Proper Names, Or Inter-Word Symbols Such As Hyphens Or Apostrophes Treated Differently (E.G. Are “Small Business Men” And “Small Business Men” The Same?) At This Stage, The System Requires A Set Of Rules To Be Executed Which Control What Actions Are Taken By The ‘Tokenize’ – The Algorithm Which Recognizes ‘Indexable Terms’. IR Systems Vary As To Which Of These Processes They Perform, But The Most Frequently Used Processes Are:

(i) Delete Stop Words Via An Algorithm That Filters The Document’s Potential Index-Able Elements Against A Stop Word List To Eliminate Terms That Are Deemed To Be Insignificant In Determining A Document’s Relevance To A User’s Request. The Original Objective In Using Stop Words Was To Save System Resources By Eliminating Those Terms That Have Little Value For Retrieval Performance. Although These Terms May Comprise Up To 40% Of The Tokens In A Document Set, Index Size Is Of Far Less Importance Today Due To Cheap Memory, But Their Omnipresence Renders Them Of Little Value To Retrieve. The Typical Word Classes That Are Marked As Stop Words Include The Function Word Classes And A Few More (I.E. Articles, Conjunctions, Interjections, Prepositions, Pronouns, And ‘To Be’ Verb Forms).

(ii) Stem Terms Of Removing Suffixes. In This Morphological Step, Some IR Systems Do Just Inflectional (‘Weak’) Stemming Which Only Changes The Subclass Within A Part-Of-Speech Category, I.E. Past Tense To Present Tense, While Others Also Do Derivational (‘Strong’) Stemming Which Removes Suffixes, Sometimes Recursively, That May Actually Change The Part Of Speech Of A Word. Use Of Stemming Will Result In Fewer Entries In An Index, Each Of Which Is Likely To Have Higher Frequency Counts Than If All Morphological Variants And Their Counts Are Used. The Initial Goal Of Stemming Was To Reduce The Storage Requirements Of The Inverted Index File By Reducing The Number Of Unique Words, But Stemming Has Remained In Use Even Today When Storage Is Not An Issue, Because It Improves Recall Of Relevant Documents. For Example, If A Query Includes “Analyze”, The User May Well Want Documents Which Contain Analysis, Analyzing, Analyze, Or Analyzed. In Order For The System To Match On All These Variables, It Must Stem Both The Query And The Document Terms To Analyze. Obviously, Stemming May Negatively Impact Precision.

(iii) Bracket Noun Phrases, Usually By Means Of Regular Expressions Which Define The Part-Of-Speech Patterns Which Comprise A Noun Phrase (E.G. <ADJ NN> Or <NN NN>). This Is A Step That Can Negatively Affect Recall Of Retrieval Results By Either Excluding Documents When The Phrasal Expression In The Query Is Not Exactly The Same As The Index Entry Of A Document, Or Positively Affect Precision By Retrieving Only Documents That Include The Terms In The Desired Phrasal Expression.

(4) Produce An Inverted File Containing A Sorted Array Of All Indexable Terms (With Terms Defined As Referring To Either A Word Or A Phrase), Along With The Unique Identification Number Of Each Document In The Collection In Which The Term Occurs, A Link To Each Of These Documents, Weights For Each Term As Determined By The IR Model Being Implemented In The System [Which Will Be Described In The Next Section] And Optionally, The Within-Document Location Of The Term. More Sophisticated Systems May Include Further Information In The Inverted File, Such As Named Entity Category For Proper Names (I.E. PERSON,
2.2 Query Processing

The system’s internal representation of the user’s question/search terms is typically referred to as the query. Most of the same processes that are running on the documents are also run to produce the query, but there are some unique processes as well. As distinct from document processing, all of the query processing is done in real time, while the user awaits their documents. These are:

1. Recognize query terms vs. special operators, such as “I need information about...” which do not convey the topic of the user’s information need and will not be included in the query representation.

2. Tokenize query terms, a process that requires similar decisions as were described in the document processing side—that is stop word deletion, stemming, and phrase recognition.

3. Create query representation, which typically follows stop word removal and stemming, and which may also include insertion of logical operators between terms requiring co-occurrence or simple presence of only one of the arguments.

4. Expand query terms to include variant terms that refer to or relate to the same concept. These may be synonymous terms that are found in an electronic thesaurus such as Wordnet or terms that are highly associated with the query term, based on co-occurrence statistics preferably computed on the same or a similar document collection as the one on which the search is being conducted. Query expansion relieves the user of needing to generate all conceptual variants of their search terms and is likely to improve recall, but may reduce precision when the erroneous senses of the newly introduced terms retrieve irrelevant documents. The longer a query is, the less likelihood that erroneous senses of expanded terms will have a negative impact, but also the less likely that expansion will contribute much to the retrieval results.

5. Compute query term weights. This step is less commonly included in document retrieval systems, mainly because it is difficult both for users to know how to assign weights to query terms in a way that improves retrieval results, or for automatic weighting, since queries are frequently so short as to give little evidence of the relative importance of the query terms as most terms only occur once in a single query. Some NLP-based systems have positive results from the automatic determination of the ‘mandatory’ concept in a query which is then assigned a greater weight.

2.3 Matching of Query to Documents

Once the query representation is produced, the matching process begins. The process description below may be easier to follow if you conceive of both the query and the documents as vectors of terms, with frequency information or weights for each term in the vector.

1. Search inverted file for documents that contain terms in the query. This is typically done using a standard binary search. Each document that contains any of the query terms becomes a candidate for retrieval.

2. Compute similarity score between query and each candidate document using the algorithm prescribed by one of the four document retrieval models being used. This score is referred to as the similarity coefficient. The scoring mechanism for each of the major document retrieval models will be detailed in the next section.

3. Rank order the documents in decreasing order based on the scores assigned them by the scoring algorithm. This may be either straightforward ranking based on the similarity coefficient, or the system may utilize automatic relevance feedback whereby the system takes the top N-ranked terms from the top N-ranked documents as they are being shown to the user, and adds these terms to the query representation and reruns the search with the revised query to produce the continuation of the ranked list of relevant documents.

4. Provide a list of perceived relevant documents to user ranked by similarity score between query and document. Systems that utilize other sources of evidence of the value of a document to the query, such as number of links from the page/document to or from other pages/documents, would integrate this information and produce a potentially different ranked list.

5. Allow for query modification by the user if user-based relevance feedback is provided by the system. If so, typically, the user marks the documents he/she finds relevant, either based on just the title and brief description shown them on the initial list or by actually reviewing the full document, which they can link to from the results page.

6. Perform relevance feedback based on user’s input. The algorithm for user-based relevance feedback is typically the same as that for automatic relevance feedback as described in step 3 above. The system then re-runs the search with the revised, and hopefully improved query and produces a revised ranked list of documents.
The Relevance Feedback Loop Is Iterative And Can Be Performed As Many Times As The User Wants.

3. The Vector Space Model

The Vector Space Model [25] Is The Most Commonly Used Model In Document Retrieval Systems Today Due To Its Consistent, Proven Performance Across Multiple Implementations On Many Collections. Conceptually, In The Vector Space Model, A Document Is Represented By A Vector Of The Terms In The Document, And These Vectors Exist In Term Space, Which Is The Size Of All The Unique Terms In The Collection. Each Term Represents A Dimension In This Term Space And The Similarity Between A Query And A Document Is Measured By The Closeness Of The Query Vector And The Document Vector, Where Closeness Is Measured By The Angle Between The Two Vectors. Cosine Similarity Or The Inner / Dot Product Are Used To Compute The Angle Between Vectors. However, To Compute A Similarity Score Between Query And Documents In The Collection And Then Rank Order The Documents Based On Their Likely Relevance To The Query, It Is Typical To Use Weighted Vectors. The System Needs A Basis To Assign Weights To Both Query And Document Terms. While There Are Multiple Ways To Compute Such Weights, The Nearly Universal Way To Do This Is What Is Known As Turf / IDF – That Is Termed Frequency (Tf) Multiplied By Inverse Document Frequency (IDF) (Or Equivalently, Divided By Document Frequency). By Use Of This Weighting Scheme, The Vector Space Model Is Saying That The Best Indexing Terms Are Those That Occur With High Frequency In A Document (Tf) Relative To Their Occurrence In Other Documents In The Collection (IDF). The Tf Metric Is Considered An Indication Of How Well A Term Characterizes The Content Of A Document. Of Course, There Are Several Arguments That Might Be Made Against This View, Such As The Linguistic Phenomena Of Synonymy And Anaphora – Both Of Which Can Represent The Same Concept With Different Terms, Thereby Resulting In The Candidate Index Term Undercounting Conceptual Presence. The Idf, In Turn, Reflects The Number Of Documents In The Collection In Which The Term Occurs, Irrespective Of The Number Of Times It Occurs In Those Documents. Using These Two Metrics In Combination, A Query-To-Document Similarity Score Is Computed Between A Query And Each Document In The Collection. Based On These Similarity Scores, The Model Produces A Ranked List Of Documents In Terms Of Predicted Relevance To The Query.

Computing Tf And Idf Requires First Determining Which Features (E.G. Words, Phrases) Will Be Used In Representing Documents And Queries. It Might Be Of Interest To Linguists That Until Recently, Relatively Little Attention Was Paid To What These Features Were. While Noun Phrases Were Historically Used As Subject Headings In Library Catalogs And Controlled Vocabularies, Doing This Automatically Requires The Ability To Distinguish Noun Phrase Elements From Other Parts Of Speech, Which Was Beyond The State Of The Art When Document Retrieval Systems Were First Introduced. But, The Belief That Some Words Provide A Better Representation Of Documents And Queries Led To The Use Of A Stop Word List Which Excludes Closed Class Terms (E.G. Prepositions, Pronouns, Determiners) From Indexing, Thereby Leaving Nouns, Adjectives, Verbs, And Adverbs As The Feature Set. Advantages Of The Vector Space Model Are That, Distinct From The Boolean Model, It Allows Partial Matching Of Query And Document, And The Model’s Easy Adaptability Via Adjustments To Its Parameters, Including Term-Weighting Schemes, Which Have Been Shown To Have A Major Impact On The Quality Of Retrieval Results. As Mentioned Above, The Vector Space Model’s Performance Is Consistently Good With General Collections. The Disadvantages Of The Vector Space Model Include Its Weighting Schemes’ Reliance On Information From Across The Database And The Need Therefore For Weights To Be Updated As The Database Changes. However, Research Has Shown That Less Frequent Updating Of Collection Figures Does Not Negatively Impact Performance Significantly If The Collection Is Large Enough.

4. Pawlak’s Rough Set Model and Mixed Neighborhood System Model

In This Section, We Give An Exposition Of The Needed Definitions. Also, We Introduce The Notion Of Mixed Neighborhood Systems And A New Definition Of Accuracy Of The Approximations Of Sets Which Are Essential For Our Present Study.

Let U Be A Non-Empty Finite Set And R Be An Equivalence Binary Relation On U, Then The Lower And The Upper Approximations Of X ⊆ U Are Defined Respectively As Follows:

\[ B(X) = \{ x \in U \mid [x]_R \subseteq X \}, \quad R(X) = \{ x \in U \mid [x]_R \cap X \neq \emptyset \}, \]

Where \([x]_R\) Is The Equivalence Class Of X. Also, The Boundary, Positive And Negative Regions Of X Are Defined Respectively By \( BON(X) = R(X) - \overline{R(X)} \), \( POS(X) = R(X) \) And \( NEG(X) = U - \overline{R(X)} \).

The Accurate Measure Of A Subset X ⊆ U Is Denoted By A(X) And Is Defined By: \( A(X) = \frac{|R(X)|}{|\overline{R(X)}|} \),

Where \(|\overline{R(X)}| \neq 0\), Such That \(|X|\) Is The Cardinality Of X. The Accuracy Measure Is Also Called The Accuracy Of The Approximation.
Now, We Are Going To Introduce A New Definition For The Accuracy Measure Of The Approximations In Pawlak Approximation Spaces.

Also, The Accurate Measure Of A Subset $X \subseteq U$ Is Denoted By $P(X)$ And Is Defined By:

$$P(X) = 1 - \frac{|B(X)|}{|U|}.$$  

In The Above Definition, It Is Obvious That $0 \leq P(X) \leq 1$. Moreover, If $P(X) = 1$ Then $X$ Is Called R-Definable (Or R-Exact) Set. Otherwise, It Is Called R-Rough.

We Believe That Our Measure $P(X)$ Of The Accuracy Measure Of A Subset $X \subseteq U$ Is Accurate Than Pawlak’s Measure $A(X)$ Since Our Measure Consider The Negative Region And Pawlak’s Measure Does Not Consider It.

For Demonstrating The Above Idea Considers The Following Example.

**Example 4.1** Let $U = \{T1, T2, T3, T4, T5\}$ Represent A Vocabulary Partitioned By The Equivalence Relation $R$ Defined On $U$ As Follows:

$$R = \{(T1, T1), (T1, T4), (T2, T2), (T2, T3), (T3, T2), (T3, T3), (T4, T4), (T4, T5), (T5, T5)\}.$$  

The Equivalence Classes Of $R$ Are: $[T1]_R = [T4]_R = \{T1, T4\}$, $[T2]_R = [T3]_R = \{T2, T3\}$ And $[T5]_R = \{T5\}$. Hence, The Partition Induced By $R$ Is $U/R = \{(T1, T4), (T2, T3), (T5)\}$. Let $X = \{T2, T4\}$ Be Any Document Of $U$. Thus $\overline{R}(X) = \emptyset$ And $\overline{R}(X) = \{T1, T2, T3, T4\}$. So We Have $A(X) = 0$ And $P(X) = 1/5$. Obviously, $P(X)$ Is Accurate Than $A(X)$ Since The Element Of The Set $\overline{R}(X) = \{T5\}$ Is Surely Does Not Belong To $X$ According To $R$. Furthermore, Let $Y = \{T1, T5\}$ Be Any Query Of $U$. So $\overline{R}(Y) = \{T5\}$

And $\overline{R}(Y) = \{T1, T4, T5\}$. Hence $A(Y) = 1/3$ And $P(Y) = 3/5$. Clearly, $P(Y)$ Is Accurate Than $A(Y)$ Since The Elements Of The Set $\overline{R}(X) = \{T2, T3\}$ Are Surely Do Not Belong To $Y$ With Respect To $R$. Also, The Element Of $\overline{R}(Y) = \{T5\}$ Is Surely Belongs To $Y$ According To $R$. Consequently, We Can Decide With Full Certainty That $T5 \in Y$ And $T2, T3 \notin Y$. Accordingly, The Accuracy Should Equal To $3/5$.

Let $R$ Be An Empty Finite Vocabulary And $R$ Be An Arbitrary Binary Relation On $U$, Then The Pair $\mathcal{K} = (U, R)$ Is Called A Generalized Approximation Space. The Right Neighborhood (Resp. Left Neighborhood) Of An Element $x \in U$ Is The Set $N_R(x) = \{y \in U | xRy\}$ (Resp. $N_L(x) = \{y \in U | yRx\}$). The Right Neighborhood System (Resp. Left Neighborhood System) Of An Element $x \in U$ Is The Class $NS_R(X) = \{N_R(x) : x \in U\}$ (Resp. $NS_L(X) = \{N_L(x) : x \in U\}$).

**Example 4.2** Let $U = \{T1, T2, T3, T4, T5\}$ Be A Vocabulary And We Define A General Binary Relation $\mathcal{R} = \{(T1, T1), (T1, T2), (T2, T3), (T2, T5), (T4, T3), (T5, T5)\}$. On $U$, Then We Have $N_R(T1) = \{T1, T2\}$. $N_R(T2) = \{T3, T5\}$, $N_R(T3) = \{T2, T4, T5\}$, $N_R(T4) = \{T3, T4\}$, $N_R(T5) = \{T2, T4, T5\}$. $N_S(T1) = \{(T1, T2)\}$. $N_S(T2) = \{(T3, T5)\}$. $N_S(T3) = \emptyset$, $N_S(T4) = \{(T3, T4)\}$, And $N_S(T5) = \{(T2, T4, T5)\}$. Also We Have $N_L(T1) = \{T1\}$. $N_L(T2) = \{T1, T5\}$. $N_L(T3) = \{T3, T4\}$. $N_L(T4) = \{T4, T5\}$. $N_L(T5) = \{T2, T5\}$. $N_L(T1) = \{T1\}$, $N_L(T2) = \{T1, T5\}$, $N_L(T3) = \{T2, T4\}$, $N_L(T4) = \{T4, T5\}$, And $N_L(T5) = \{(T2, T4, T5)\}$.

Let $\mathcal{K} = (U, R)$ Be A Generalized Approximation Space, Then The Mixed Neighborhood System Of An Element $x \in U$ Is The Class $NS_M(X) = \{N_R(X), N_L(X) : x \in U\}$. The Mixed Neighborhood Of An Element $x \in U$ Is Denoted By $N_M(X)$ Such That $N_M(X) \subseteq NS_M(X)$.

**Example 4.3** According To Example 2.2, The Mixed Neighborhood Systems Are Given By $NS_M(T1) = \{(T1, T2), (T1)\}$. $NS_M(T2) = \{(T3, T5), (T1), T5\}$. $NS_M(T3) = \emptyset$. $T2, T4\}$. $NS_M(T4) = \{(T3, T4), (T4, T5)\}$. And $NS_M(T5) = \{(T2, T4, T5), (T2, T5)\}$.

Let $\mathcal{R}$ Be An Arbitrary Binary Relation Defined On A Non-Empty Vocabulary $U$. Then The Right Interior Operator $Int_R: P(U) \rightarrow P(U)$ And The Right Closure Operator $Cl_R: P(U) \rightarrow P(U)$ Using Neighborhood System Are Defined Respectively As Follows: $Int_R(X) = \{X \in X | N_R(X) \subseteq X\}$. $Cl_R(X) = \{X \in X | n_R(X) \cap X \neq \emptyset\}$. The Left Interior Operator $Int_L: P(U) \rightarrow P(U)$ And The Left Closure Operator $Cl_L: P(U) \rightarrow P(U)$ Are Defined Respectively As Follows: $Int_L(X) = \{X \in X | N_L(X) \subseteq X\}$. $Cl_L(X) = \{X \in X | N_L(X) \cap X \neq \emptyset\}$.

The Lower And The Upper Approximations Of A Document $X$ Of The Vocabulary $U$ Using Right Neighborhood Systems Are Defined Respectively By: $R(X) = \{X \in X | N_R(X) \subseteq X\}$. $R(X) = X \cup \{X \in X | N_M(X) \cap X \neq \emptyset\}$. The Lower And The Upper Approximations Of A Document $X$ Of $U$ Using Left Neighborhood Systems Are Defined Respectively By: $L(X) = \{X \in X | N_L(X) \subseteq X\}$. $L(X) = X \cup \{X \in X | N_M(X) \cap X \neq \emptyset\}$. The Lower And The Upper Approximations Of A Document $X$ Of $U$ Using Mixed Neighborhood Systems Are Defined Respectively By: $M(X) = \{X \in X | \forall N_M(X), N_M(X) \subseteq X\}$. $M(X) = X \cup \{X \in X | \forall N_M(X), N_M(X) \cap X \neq \emptyset\}$. 
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The Boundary, Positive And Negative Regions Of Document X Using Right Neighborhood Systems Are Defined Respectively By: $B_R(X) = R_R(X) - R_L(X)$, $POS_R(X) = R_R(X)$, $NEG_R(X) = U - R_R(X)$. The Boundary, Positive And Negative Regions Of Document X Using Left Neighborhood Systems Are Defined Respectively By: $B_L(X) = R_R(X) - R_L(X)$, $POS_L(X) = R_R(X)$, $NEG_L(X) = U - R_R(X)$. The Boundary, Positive And Negative Regions Of Document X Using Mixed Neighborhood Systems Are Defined Respectively By: $B_M(X) = R_R(X) - R_M(X)$, $POS_M(X) = R_R(X)$, $NEG_M(X) = U - R_R(X)$.

Let $K = (U, R)$ Be A Generalized Approximation Space, Then The Accuracy Of The Approximations Of A Document $X \subseteq U$ Using (Right, Left And Mixed) Neighborhood Systems Are Defined Respectively By: $\Sigma_R(X) = 1 - \frac{|R_R(X)|}{|U|}$, $\Sigma_L(X) = 1 - \frac{|R_L(X)|}{|U|}$, $\Sigma_M(X) = 1 - \frac{|R_M(X)|}{|U|}$.

It is obvious that $0 \leq \Sigma_R(X) \leq 1$, $0 \leq \Sigma_L(X) \leq 1$ and $0 \leq \Sigma_M(X) \leq 1$. Moreover, if $\Sigma_R(X) = 1$ or $\Sigma_L(X) = 1$ or $\Sigma_M(X) = 1$ then $X$ is called $R$-definable (Or $R$-Exact) document. Otherwise, it is called $R$-rough document.

**Example 4.4** Let $U = \{T1, T2, T3, T4, T5\}$ be a vocabulary set and $R = \{(T1, T2), (T1, T4), (T2, T2), (T2, T3), (T2, T4)\}$ be any binary relation on $U$. Thus we get $NS_M(T1) = \{(T2, T4), \emptyset\}$, $NS_M(T2) = \{(T2, T3, T4), (T1, T2, T5)\}$, $NS_M(T3) = \emptyset$, $NS_M(T4) = \{(T3, T5), (T1, T2)\}$, and $NS_M(T5) = \{(T2, T5), (T4, T5)\}$. Accordingly, Table 1 shows the differences among $\delta_R(X)$, $\delta_L(X)$ and $\delta_M(X)$ for some documents of the vocabulary $U$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Document Set</th>
<th>$\sigma_R(X)$</th>
<th>$\sigma_L(X)$</th>
<th>$\sigma_M(X)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>${T1}$</td>
<td>4/5</td>
<td>3/5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>${T1, T2, T4, T5}$</td>
<td>3/5</td>
<td>4/5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>${T1, T2}$</td>
<td>2/5</td>
<td>2/5</td>
<td>4/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>${T2, T3, T4, T5}$</td>
<td>4/5</td>
<td>3/5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**5. Conclusions**

In this paper, we proved that the approximations based on mixed neighborhood systems are accurate than the approximations based on either right neighborhood systems or left neighborhood systems. By using both of them, we mean defining the lower approximation of $A \subseteq U$ by $R_R(A) \cup R_L(A)$ and the upper approximation by $R_R(A) \cap R_L(A)$. Furthermore, we believe that our definition of the accuracy measure of a document $A \subseteq U$ is accurate than Pawlak’s definition since our definition considers the negative region and Pawlak’s definition does not consider it. Using mixed neighborhood systems open the door about many applications in finding the attributes missing values and topological generalizations. Also, in the domain of data reduction and data mining, this approach will have high voted [7, 13-15, 19].
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